Editorial
Welcome to the first issue of
Earth Heritage and to a time of
great importance in geological
and landscape conservation.
The highly successful Malvern
International Conference, held in
July 1993, concluded with a
resolution to take forward the
concept of an international
convention on earth heritage
conservation; and English
Nature's new approach to nature
conservation, based on locally
distinctive 'Natural Areas',
recognises our geological
foundations as being integral in
defining conservation objectives.
This is also a time of sadness as
we remember Chris Stevens,
whose recent tragic death
stunned colleagues both in the
UK and overseas, and whose
energy and enthusiasm remain
with us as a lasting memory.
Regular readers of our
predecessor, Earth science
conservation, will be familiar
with the changes in style and
content, and the commitment
not only to geological and
geomorphological conservation,
but also to wider landscape
issues, which have resulted in the
new-look magazine. This steady
evolution reflects growing
awareness of and interest in our
subject, with mQmentum
gathering substantially in the last
three years.
As the only magazine covering
such a diversity of geological and
landscape conservation issues,
\ve are eager to encourage an
input from our readers, and
would welcome letters and
articles for future issues. If you
would like to contribute to Eayth
Heritage, please contact one of
the editorial board members,
listed below, who will gladly
discuss your ideas with you.

Chris Stevens 
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in memory of a dedicated and much respected colleague
Alan McKirdy, Scottish Natural Heritage
t is with deep sadness that the death
of Chris Stevens, latterly Director
of Earth and Aquatic Sciences with
the Joint Nature'Conservation
Committee ONCC), is announced.
Much of his professional career
was spent as a consulting engineer
with Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners,
based in Reading; but the five years
that he spent with the Nature
Conservancy Council (NCC), English
Nature and, finally, with the JNCC
was a time of great achievement in the
field of earth heritage conservation.
The publication of Earth science
conservation in Great Britain - a
strategy and the organisation of the
successful Malvern International
Conference on Geological and
Landscape Conservation (see this
issue) were two of his most recent
triumphs, and are 'landmark' events
for all those concerned with the
subject.
Coos was educated at King
Edward VI Grammar School in
Stafford and, subsequently, at
Imperial College, London. It had
been his long held ambition to
become an industrial chemist, and the
change of direction to geology came
purely by chance, when he developed
an interest in the rocks of his native
Staffordshire. After a first degree in
geology, Coos continued his studies at
Imperial College, enrolling on the
MSc course in engineering geology.
His first appointment took him to
Reading with Sir Alexander Gibb and
Partners, where he was involved in a
wide variety of engineeling projects,
including dam construction in Sri
Lanka, realignment of the A9 trunk:
road in Perthshire, and an NCC
commission on the long term stability
of quarry faces. Much of his work
took him abroad and, after 13 years of
globetrotting, he decided that he had
enough of foreign travel and the
consultancy business, and opted for a
new challenge \o\oith the NCC as head
of their Earth Science Division.
His impact on the NCC was
immediate. His organisational skills
were deployed in examining every
aspect of the way in which his
department functioned. Innovative
solutions were applied to intractable
problems, and a new broom was
swept into all the dark corners. His
vitality and energy were infectious and
this, coupled with an increase in staff
complement, enabled efforts to be
focused on developing earth heritage
conservation more fully than before

Chris Stevens.
(Photo by courtesy of Kate Stevens)

and on the initiation of a whole range
of new projects.
One of his first major successes
was the RIGS (Regionally Important
Geological/geomorphological Sites)
scheme. This initiative fulfilled his
desire to en~urage a greater
involvemerrt" in local site conservation
by local people throughout the
country. Active RIGS groups are
now operating in most counties in
England and Wales, and support is
growing strongly for the initiative in
Scotland.
Another major success was the
Campaign for a Living Coast. Under
Coos' effective leadership, a strategy
was devised for coastal conservation
which attempted to roll back the
hitherto over-engineered approach to
coastal management. His vision of a
natural coastline, which trusted more
to nature than man's clumsy
intervention, was widely accepted by
senior politicians and coastal engineers
alike as a practical solution to the
challenge of managing one of our
most precious natural assets.
Coos also gave great service to the
Geological Society of London, serving
for three years on their External
Relations Committee as Secretary
and also on their Conservation
Committee in the capacity of
Meetings Secretary. During this
period, he organised a major
conference on landscape conservation,
which brought together academics,
planners and conservationists to
discuss matters of mutual concern.
His most enduring contribution
was made, however, with the
publication, by the NCC, of Earth

science conservation in Great Britain - a
strategy. It provided a vision of a
holistic approach to the conservation
of our heritage of rocks, fossils and
landforms, and set out an ambitious
agenda for action. The strategy was
launched at Church House,
Westminster in December 1990, vv'ith
many invited guests from all walks of
life in attendance. This event, more
than any other, initiated the process of
raising the awareness of others to the
need for effective measures to
conserve our physical environment.
Although many colleagues contributed
to the strategy, it was Cluis' day, and
his legacy will live on for many years
hence.
The Malvern International
Conference on Geological and
Landscape Conservation took place in
July 1993, and Coos played a central
role in its inception and organisation.
Building on the meeting in Digne,
Provence, two years earlier, the
discussions at Malvern strengthened
links between nations, and facilitated
the emergence of an international
convention as a means of promoting
an understanding of earth processes
and resources, and their sustainable
use. The concept of a convention
enjoyed unanimous support at the
conference and Coos, in conjunction
with colleagues from Australia,
Belgium, France and Malta, was
charged with the responsibility of
making these high ideals reality. The
proceedings of the conference will be
dedicated to his memory.
Coos' other abiding interest was
the scouting movement. For over 13
years, he ran a cub pack in Reading,
and after his move to Cambridgeshire,
despite the unrelenting pressure of
work, he continued this involvement,
"giving up much of his precious spare
time to enrich the lives of many
youngsters. His boundless enthusiasm
and old fashioned common sense are
remembered with great affection by
many of the young lads he took on
nature rambles and other adventures
which were Coos' hallmark.
All those who were fortunate
enough to know Coos were
exhilarated, and just occasionally
exasperated, by his boundless energy,
enthusiasm and zest for life. He will
be sadly missed by his family and
friends, the geological community and
the scouting movement. He leaves a
devoted \ovife, Kate, and a much loved
daughter, Alex. Coos was 39 years
old.•
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e Malvern Internationa
Co ference on Geological and
andscaDe Conservation
,

- a review

Bernie Joyce,
University of Melbourne, Australia

C

oming from a cold winter in
the Southern Hemisphere to
mid-summer in the Malvern
Hills is an attractive idea, but for the
seven Australian delegates, it was also
an opportunity to see how the rest of
the world looks after its geological
heritage.
The Malvern Conference was
convened by the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee ()NCC) on
behalf of English Nature, Scottish
Natural Heritage and the
Countryside Council for Wales, in
association with the Geological
Society of London and the
Geologists' Association.
The meeting was held between 18
and 24 July 1993. Some 150 papers
and posters later, and after meeting
as many of the 170 delegates as
possible, and taking part in
workshops and excursions, the
Ausu'alians went home with an offer
to hold the next conference in
Australia in abou1: three years time.
Perhaps our main impression was
of the variety and liveliness of the

work being carried out in the 38
countries represented at the meeting.
This included compiling basic
inventories, arguing about national
and international significance, and
reserving, protecting and managing
sites. We heard how sites can be
interpreted for the public,
encouraging their use and
understanding with signs, leaflets,
trails, displays, videos, talks and
publications, often in higWy
individual ways.

The conference
The conference was officially
opened by Lord Selborne, Chairman
of the JNCC, who stressed the
importance of geological conservation
and explained how this meeting had
arisen from Great Britain's recent
strategy for the 1990s. Professor
John Knill, as Conference Chairman,
reviewed the history of gcological
conservation in Great Britain,
particularly in the period since the
1940s.
The conference comprised a series

Craig Cerrig-gleisiad National Nature Reserve, in the Brecon Beacons National Park,
South Wales - exploring the vegetation history of a post-glacial peat bog on one of the
in-conference field excursions. (Photo by Stewart Campbell)
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of paper and poster presentations
over four days, with contributions
from many countries. Sessions were
held under five themes:
•

Sustainability

•

Landscape conservation

•

Local conservation and
community initiatives

•

Site conservation and public
awareness

•

International convention.

There were enough papers to
require parallel sessions on some
days. Posters on the conference
themes, as well as others illustrating
the work of organisations, including
the British Geological Survey, the
JNeC and the English, Welsh and
Scottish conservation agencies, the
Geological Society of London and
the Geologists' Association, were on
display during the meeting.
In the comfortable surroundings of
Great Malvern's Winter Gardens,
and with excellent assistance with
visuals and sound; we learned a lot
about how other countries work, and
where the emphasis lies. Some
concentrate on a few sites, as in
India; some on their national park
systems, as in the USA; and others
attempt to set up counu'y-wide
networks of sites, as in the UK.
Some operate through government
departments (UK); through
geological surveys (India); through
national parks (USA); through
geological societies (Australia); and
through local grass-roots groups,
such as Great Britain's RIGS
(Regionally Important
Geological/geomorphological Sites)
groups. Each approach has its pluses
and minuses.
Triumphs and tragedies of
conservation were discussed, and
included the Isnard ammonite slab,
in the Geological Reserve of Haute
Provence in southern France, where

publicity has led to better protection
(Guy Martini); and karst sites in
Slovenia (Daniel Rojsek) and
Rumania (Ernil Silvesrru), where the
general problem of shortage of funds
in east European countries threatens
conservation.
Good ideas kept surfacing - Peter
Keene's geologi~al guide books, with
their attractive, well illustrated, often
historical approach; geological trails
such as Pwll-y-wrach in South
Wales, which was visited by many
delegates (and showed the latest in
vandal-proof signage); site
reclamation, as demonstrated to us at
Gullet Quarry, in the Malvern Hills;
and, seen on the post-conference
North Wales excursion, conserving
sites in an operating quarry at Pen-y
bryn brickworks, and, on the Great
Orme, protecting Bronze Age copper
mine sites, coping with infilling a
disused quarry, providing accessible
rock dumps for fossil collectors, and
dealing with modern processes such
as landslides.
There were new trends also.
Interest in relating heritage to
sustainability waxed and waned as
the conference proceeded, and the
final workshop conclusions on this
aspect were muted. However, the
place of geomorphology, through
landforms and processes (David
Bowen, Janet Hooke), was more and
more accepted, and seen as an
extension to the past emphasis on
stratigraphic and fossil sites.
Landscape also emerged as a major
theme, but many still felt that this
was difficult to distinguish from the
well established landscape
conservation movement already
active amongst biologists, historians,
planners and those interested in an
aesthetic approach.

Some other notable
aspects
Amongst other impressions, which
deserve further thought and
reflection, are concepts such as the
European 'Geotope', a geographic
unit for geological conservation
(Friedrich Wiedenbein); and
England's new 'Natural Areas', which
aim to bring wildlife and geological
conservation together (Keith Duff).
These approaches demonstrate how
geology and geomorphology can be
linked into broader conservation
work, including the well established
systems of the biologists.
Other thought provoking concepts
included the New Milestones project
of the UK group Common Ground,

an organisation promoting sculpture
in the broad sense in the landscape
(Sue Clifford); and the 'boulder map'
for a Netherlands reserve, with its
associated geological bike trail
(Gerard Gonggrijp).
Aesthetic approaches included
interesting work in Taiwan on
landscape appreciation; using the
spoken word and poetry to
encourage awareness of earth science
in the UK; and an examination of the
reaction of engineers to bare rock 
which is generally to cover it upl
As John KniJl noted in his opening
address, geological conservationists
are not yet succeeding in involving
younger people. Geology is not as
popular in schools, or as a hobby, as
the biological sciences. The need for
education in the earth sciences, both
in school courses, and in museums,
field centres and reserves, is
apparent. The local Malvern Hills
Conservators offered a good example
in their Young Conservators project,
which involves local school children
in conservation work.

Workshops
The fifth theme of the conference
was the proposed international
conventionilil geological .
conservation.
A series of workshops and plenary
discussions, planned by
Chris Stevens and John Knill, began
with three keynote papers.
Chris Stevens explored the concept
of geological conservation, and its
relationship to cultural conservation
and economic resources. He
recommended the use of the term
'earth he.ritage conservation'. Charles
Holland was concerned with the
many stratotype sites world-wide,
and the problems of conserving
them. Bernie Joyce described the
approach used by Australia, and by
other organisations such as
UNESCO's World Heritage
Committee. He concluded that to
cope with the expected large
numbers of sites, a new international
system to identify and manage sites
will be needed. He also suggested
that geomorphic sites and processes,
as well as landscape sites, may need
to be considered in the proposed
international convention discussions.
Working groups then met and
discussed the need for a convention,
its scope, and how it might be
implemented, and then reponed on
their conclusions, contributing to the
final resolution presented in the last
plenary session, which will form the

basis for future work. Sites of all
types (stratigraphic, fossil,
geomorphic, and related aspects of
process and landscape) will be the
major thrust. A consideration of
earth resources, and a link to biology
and biodiversity management, are
also to be explored in the future.
A task force to carry out this
programme was set up, with
members from the UK, Malta,
Belgium, France and Australia. It
will need to be expanded to give
better representation of countries
across the globe.

Field excursions
The conference included three days
of field excursions to inspect National
Parks, National Nature Reserves,
Sites of Special Scientific Interest and
geological nature trails. Problems of
planning geological interpretation for
visitors, such as the provision of trail
guides and site interpretation panels,
and the protection of sites, including
fossil collecting problems, were
demonsu'ated and discussed.
Stewart Camp bell, with help from
35 other contributors, provided us
,vith an excellent field excursion
guide book which covered the local
one day excursions, and the major
t\vo day post-conference excursion to
North Wales.
The field excursions helped us to
understand better, and to remember,
the many points raised during the
paper and poster presentations, and
left us all with..an excellent
impression of geological conservation
work in Great Britain.

Social activities
Discussion and relaxation with other
delegates was helped by the
conference's social programme,
which began with an evening at
nearby Eastnor Castle. After a misty
Malvern Hills excursion, we had a
unique display of hawking in the
twilight, followed by dinner. Other
social events included a civic
reception by the Chairman of
Malvern District Council, a
conference dinner at the Abbey
Hotel, and a memorable concert in
the adjacent Priory church of works
by the British composer Elgar, who
lived and worked for many years in
Malvern.
There was also a bar at the Abbey
Hotel, but little time to get to it. We
will, however, remember wining and
dining in the hotel's excellent dining
room.
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of the workshops and plenary
sessions. He will be sadly missed in
our future activities.
The Curry Fund of the
Geologists' Association, as well as a
number of other groups, provided
vital assistance with the attendance
expenses of many overseas delegates.

A personal note
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Parys Mountain, Anglesey, North Wales - discussion about conservation problems
associated with mineralogical sites during the post-conference field excursion.
(Photo by Stewart Campbell)

Some results of the
conference
The main result of the conference, its
workshops, and plenary and closing
sessions, was setting up the task force
to carry forward the proposal for an
international convention on 'earth
heritage conservation'. There was an
unanimous vote at the final plenary
session for the resolution supporting
an international convention, and the
establishment of the task force to
examine the proposals in the agreed
action plan. The task force will also
work towards a future conference
and report back annually to those
who attended the meeting (see article
by John Knill for details). The initial
membership of the committee is
Euro-centric and other members will
need to be appointed.
At the closing session, it was also
agreed that each delegate would try
to spread news of the conference and
its conclusions as widely as possible,
and plans were made for articles to
appear in various international
journals and magazines.
The development of the
international convention should be
well underway when the next
meeting is held in Australia. This
meeting should plan for a wider
attendance - blanks on the Malvern
attendance map included China,
Japan and South America, and most
of North America, Africa, south east
Asia and the Pacific. An Australian
conference should aim to attract
workers from these areas, while
continuing also to draw those active
in western and eastern Europe, the
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Mediterranean and India.
The Australian member of the
task force works for the Australian
Government, and the present plan is
to hold the next conference under
government sponsorship in Canberra
in early 1996. Geological
conservation workers throughout
Australia, from state and federal
government departments, the
Geological Society of Australia, and
other non-government conservation
organisations, will want to take part
in the conference, including running
field excursions. Strong
representation from the Pacific area
is also likely.

The organisation
We are much in debt to the
organisers of the conference, with
Des O'Halloran as Chairman of the
Organising Committee deserving
special thanks, and Margaret Phillips
and Sandra Moffat of The Company
working exu-emely long days during
the meeting to ensure that everything
went smoothly - and it did.
The proceedings of the conference
are to be published by the Geological
Society of London, with Mike Harley
of English Nature coordinating
arrangements. When they appear
later this year, they should provide a
major reference for future geological
conservation and heritage workers
world wide.
The late Chris Stevens provided a
major input to the meeting, especially
in organising tl1e keynote speeches,
giving an outstanding paper himself,
and continuing with the organisation

In a very full and demanding seven
day conference, I found myself
chairing 1\'10 sessions - the first on
karst and caves, and the second on
conservation problems in the
Malvern Hills conu-asted with
problems in Russia and me Ukraine.
I presented a poster display on
'Earm Heritage in Australia', gave a
keynote paper, chaired workshops
and reported back to plenary
sessions. I noted, along wim many
omers, how a high degree of
excitement and enmusiasm was
generated during me meeting and
excursions, and mat it is important
to keep mis interest going.
The task force members will need
our support, and while supplying
feedback to mose who attended the
conference, mey will in turn need
furmer suggestions from us, as well
as encouragement. There is strong
support for anomer conference soon.
And as some of mose attending said,
mis was me best geology conference
mey had been to, wim its coherent
purpose, enmusiasm, generation of
ideas, and even lots of "new and
interesting geology" to hear about, as
one Australian delegate pointed out.
A future conference should allow
a major poster section, which at
international conferences is now
becoming the preferred way to
present ideas to mose who are really
interested. Sufficient time and space
must be allowed, but me results are
much better man having delegates sit
through a set of formal papers at the
rate imposed by the spoken word
and in me darkness demanded by
the slide projector l
And where are me videos,
interactive computer displays and
multimedia presentations which are
now a feature of more progressive
national parks and museums)
Perhaps mese will be some of the
approaches that an Ausu'alian
conference in 1996 might include,
drawing on me new and interesting
problems of areas in me Pacific,
soum east Asia, Africa and Soum
America, and recent work in me
Antarctic - a Soumern
Hemisphere/Pacific/Gol1dwana
conference! •

John Knill,
Joint Nature
Conservation
Committee

.

A

t about the same time mat
detailed planning for the
Malvern International
Conference on Geological and
Landscape Conservation started in
1992, the proposal came forward
quite separately within me Joint
Nature Conservation Committee
(]NCC) that mere was scope to
examine whemer geological
conservation, on an international
scale, might be helped by an
international convention. Omer
branches of conservation have gained
from conventions such as Ramsar
dealing wim wetlands, Bonn covering
migratory birds, and CITES
regulating me international trade in
endangered species. More recently,
the Biodiversity and Climate Change
conventions have placed mese
subjects on a political stage in a quite
unprecedented manner. However, it
was also recognised mat me World
Heritage Convention, being site
focused, did cover some of me
interests of a geological convention,
but had too restricted a remit as
mere were omer issues which were
not adequately represented.
The initial discussions made it
quite clear mat mere were significant

approach to international geological
conservation, the objectives of which
might be met by eimer an
international convention or an
internationally agreed strategy. Such
a convention or strategy should, self
evidently, not jeopardise national
sovereign rights. There was general
acceptance of a core group of
conservation interests covering
geological, geomorphological and soil
localities, including ice, specimens,
and geological information. It was
also proposed mat mere were two
potential additions to such a menu,
one of which recognised me inter
relationship between biological and
geological processes in the natural
environment, and me omer which
covered me importance of me earm's
physical resources to man.
The second series of workshops,
wim a new mix of membership, men
explored me scope of geological
conservation in me context of me
core plus me two potential additions,
and sought views on me relevance to
a convention or strategy. These
discussions left no doubt at me final
plenary session mat mere was a need
for an international 'earth heritage
conservation' convention, but mat

differences of opinion about whether
a convention was needed. But it was
recognised mat the subject could
provide a focus for creative
discussion within me Malvern
Conference, and out of this grew
Theme 5, which provided a
continuing topic for discussion and
debate mroughout me meeting. All
delegates were sent, before me
conference, summary sheets detailing
me existing conventions, togemer
with a series of focused questions
which would form me basis of a first
round of workshops.
Keynote addresses were given by
Chris Stevens (JNCC), Charles
Holland (Trinity College, Dublin)
and Bernie Joyce (University of
Melbourne), each addressing, in meir
own way, the content, status and
meaning of geological conservation.
On the next day, two hours were
devoted to four parallel workshops
which ad~~sed me same' groups of
questions, exploring the possible
content of, and so need for, a
convention. One page reports from
these meetings were prepared and
circulated the next day. There was a
remarkable consensus, with general
support for a strategy or framework
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the justification for, potential scope
of, and objectives of, such a
convention needed to be examined in
depth. No-one failed to appreciate
that the achievement of a convention
would not be easy and could only
follow from a long, drawn-out and
difficult exercise. If there was an
easier route to achieve the same
objectives, then it should be adopted.
The closing session of the
conference also endorsed the
establishment of an international task
force - Phil Creaser (Australia),
Patric Jacobs (Belgium), Guy Martini
(France), Anna Spiteri (Malta) and
Coos Stevens (UK) - to pursue and
report back on these ideas. The task
force was charged with taking
forward the Conference Resolution
which followed on from the vvorkshop
discussions, facilitating the
organisation of a successor
conference to Malvern, and
expediting the creation of an
international organisation for 'earth
heritage conservation'. The INCC
offered to provide the task force with
a secretariat. The task force will
report back to the delegates at the
conference annually, until either a
successor conference is held, or an
international organisation has been
created.
There is no doubt that Theme 5
generated much interest and
discussion, and many will remember
this conference for the quality of the
debate, both public and private, on
the convention is~ue. It was the
talking point and helped make the
conference.
Chris Stevens took the idea of an
international convention to heart with
his characteristic verve for a
challenge, and proposed the use of
the term 'earth heritage conservation'.
Nevertheless, he maintained a healthy
scepticism that it might not be what is
needed and that there could be
simpler ways forward. He devoted a
vast amount of time before the
conference to helping the delegates
think about the issues in advance, and
he then contributed to the many
discussions. He worked into the early
hours of the morning ensuring that
workshop reports were available to all
delegates the next day. He was
looking forward to the work of the
task force with relish. That he is no
longer with us to carry this challenge
forward is difficult to appreciate.
Those who had not met him before
will associate the Malvern Conference
with Chris, and it is only fitting that
the conference proceedings will be
dedicated to his memory. •
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ver the past two years,
English Nature staff have
been re-assessing our
philosophy for delivering nature
conservation in England, and have
concluded that we need to develop a
series of objectives which reflect the
variety of England's wildlife and
landscape. We also need to find
better ways of working with those
who own or manage land, and those
who influence its use, since
conservation objectives will never be
achieved on a sustainable basis
unless there is shared commitment
amongst these key players. Our
analysis also tells us that we need to
establish firmer and more effeotive
links between geology and wildlife
conservation if the safeguard of
geological and geomorphological
sites is to lose its Cinderella image.
We believe that our new Natural
Areas concept, which identifies a
series of areas unified by their
underlying geology, landforms and
soils, and supporting characteristic
natural vegetation types and wildlife
species, provides a new foundation
for establishing local objectives and
partnerships. The aim is to achieve
closer integration of wildlife and
geological conservation, through
focusing on landscape areas readily
recognisable by the people who live
and work in them. This article
describes how they will work, and
what benefits will be delivered.

Historical
perspective
English Nature, and its predecessors,
have been in existence since 1949.
Our work has tended to focus on the
safeguard of National Nature
Reserves (NNRs), most of which are
owned or managed by us, and on the
safeguard of Sites of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSIs), all of
which are owned and managed by
others. There are about 140 NNRs
and 3700 SSSIs in England; they
cover both wildlife and geological
sites, and about 1300 SSSIs are

::-;/!~~'~i,,~'r,--'- "

.

'

notified because of their geological or
geomorphological interest. Over the
years, we have been generally
effective in safeguarding them against
damage caused by changes in land
use; sound statutory consultation
mechanisms require the impact of
land use change on NNRs and SSSIs
to be taken fully into account before
any decision is made. The survival
of many classic geological and
geomorphological sites around our
coasts, including localities such as
Hunstanton Cliffs in Norfolk,
Folkestone Cliffs in Kent, and
Orford Ness in Suffolk, is testimony
to the success of these efforts.
Wildlife sites have also benefited
from the operation of this process.
However, the links bet\veen
geological conservation and wildlife
conservation are generally rather
weak, and there have been occasions
when they have come into conflict.
This has tended to be when
geologists have sought to re-excavate
exposures which had become
overgrown, and where the vegetation
which had developed supported
species or plant communities of
conservation interest. Lack of
common ground did not help the
resolution of such conflicts.
Following English Nature's
establishment in April 1991, we
undertook a fundamental review of
our approach to wildlife and
geological conservation, to analyze
the strengths and weaknesses of
previous activities, and determine
how best to take conservation
forward in the 1990s. Our analysis
told us that site protection measures
have worked reasonably well in
controlling changes of land use
vvhich are damaging to conservation
interests, but that there is strong
evidence that the wildlife interest of
many sites is declining as a result of
lack of appropriate management of
the land. Our heathlands, with their
characteristic animal and plant
communities, are gradually being
overwhelmed by scrub and woodland
encroachment; our limestone
grasslands and neutral grasslands are

suffering the same fate. And our
upland heather moorlands are
degrading as a result of
over-intensive sheep grazing. So, if
we are to achieve our overall
objective of maintaining and
enhancing the characteristic plant
and animal communities and natural
features of England, we have to find
more effective ways of achieving the
positive management of special sites,
and of the wider countryside in
which they occur. We have to find
ways of developing a sustainable
approach to the management of the
English countryside, and do this in
ways which enable us to carry the
people who own and manage the
land with us. Since we do not own
or manage the SSSIs, this is
especially challenging.

looking at the English countryside,
which breaks away from the artificial
constraints of administrative
boundaries, such as counties and
districts, which rarely mark natural
divisions in land use, land form, or
natural vegetation patterns.
To make it easier to develop a
shared vision of the way ahead, we
have developed the concept of
Natural Areas. These relate to the
strong sense of place felt by people,
particularly about the area where
they live. Natural Areas are tracts of
land unified by their underlying
geology, landforms and soils,
displaying characteristic natural
vegetation types and wildlife species,
and supporting broadly similar land
uses and settlement patterns. They
are also influenced by climate,

altitude and aspect. They reflect the
way that land use has developed over
the centuries, which is itself largely
driven by the underlying geology and
form of the land. The continued
operation of natural
geomorphological processes has also
influenced their development
strongly. Taking these factors
together, we have drawn up an
overall map of 76 Natural Areas in
England (Figure 1); these are
supplemented by a further 11
natural coastal cells which constitute
self-contained sedimentary systems
(English Nature, 1993).
Comparison of the Natural Areas
map with a geological map of
England (Figure 2) shows the close
fit between geology and Natural
Areas. This is seen most clearly in

The concept of
Natural Areas
We cannot secure the necessary
levels of positive land management
on our own. We believe that the
way forward is through working
much more closely with landowners,
land managers and occupiers
towards common goals and
objectives which support the wildlife
and geological features of England.
We want to build on the sense of
stewardship felt by landowners,
secure shared commitments, and
promote incentives to encourage
them to manage their land in
positive ways. This goal is
achievable only if the sense of
stewardship felt by landowners
becomes more widespread in society,
and encourages people more
generally to take action to support
the conservation of our heritage.
There are already a number of good
examples of how shared local
objectives can deliver effective
conservation; our Wildlife
Enhancement Scheme is working
,,'ell in safeguarding rare grassland
communities characteristic of the
Culm Measures in Devon, and our
Species Recovery Programme is
showing how it is possible to take
positive action to increase
populations of some of our rarest
and most vulnerable species.
How can we go about developing
shared objectives on a nationwide
scale? \Xle believe that objectives are
best set locally, to build up into an
overall national picture, but that a
broad strategic view of national
objectives needs to be in place to
influence this process. To achieve
this, we propose a new way of

Chalk landscape in the Vale of the Whitehorse, Oxfordshire,
(Photo by Neil Glasser)
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Figure 2. Map showing the geology of England; note the close parallels with the
Natural Areas in many parts of the country.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

:5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
I!.
12.
13.
14.
IS.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Border Uplands
Northern- Pennines
Korthumberland Coaslal Plain
Tyne Vale
Durham ~1.agnesian Limestone
Solway Basin
Eden Vale
Lake District
Cumbrian Coastal Plain
Morecambe Bay Limestones
Yorkshire Dales
Southern Pennines
Vale of York
Korth York Moors
Yorkshire Wold
Plain of Holderness
Lancashire Plain
The Dark Peak
Coal Measures
Derbyshire Magnesian Limeslone

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Sherwood Forest
Trent Valley and Levels
Cover Sands
Lincolnshire WoIds
Lncolnshire Coastal Plain
Lincolnshite Clav Vales
Lincolnshire Limestone
Fenland
Lower Derwent Valley
The White Peak
Staffordshire Northern Upland
l\1osses and Meres
Shropshire Uplands
Upper Trent Valley
Birmingham Plateau
\Xfark Sandstone Plateau
North Norfolk
Breckland
East Anglian Plains
Btoadland

Figure 1. Map showing the 76 Natural Areas defined in England.
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
'18.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Sanderlings
East Midlands Lowlands
Greate.r Cotswolds
Severn Valley
Malvern Hills
Hereford Plain
J\Iendips
Oxford Cl,,· Vales
\Xlessex Do~~ms
Chilterns
London B"in
Thames .\1arshcs
North Ken! Plain
Norm Downs
Greensand
Hampshire Chalk
Salisbury Plain and Dorset Downs
Vale of Taunton
Somerset Levels
Exmoor and Quantocks

61
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.

Culrn Nleasures
Damnoor
Devon Sandstone
Blackdowns
Hampshire Basin
South Downs
LowWeald
High Weaid
Romnev Marsh
South West Plain
Bodrnin
The Lzard
Black Ntountains
Severn fWye Plateau
Beds Greensand
Oxford Heights

+

Coastal Cells

southern England, where bedrock
geology has not been substantially
modified by glacial activity, but
elsewhere there is still a reasonable
fit. In the uplands, the development
of extensive areas of blanket peat has
tended to obscure variations in the
underlying geology, and elsewhere
differences of aspect and landform
have influenced the development of
land use patterns. For example, the
generally flat-lying Chalk of
Salisbury Plain, with its characteristic
development of limestone grasslands
managed by sheep grazing, differs
markedly from the Chalk escarpment
of the Chilterns, where the steep
slopes have been much less heavily
grazed, and a mosaic of woodlands
and commons has evolved.
The definition and character

isation of Natural Areas requires a
considerable input from geology, and
provides us with a major opportunity
to bring the practices of wildlife
conservation and geological
conservation much more closely
together. As geologists, we can play a
major part in ensuring that the
processes which drove the
development of the characteristic land
management activities are well
understood, and that the nature of the
rocks and soils which constrain the
development of the vegetation is
properly appreciated. Rock exposures
will provide us with opportunities to
relate geology to wildlife distribution,
and to understand how soils have
developed. They are, of course, also
important in their own right as critical
elements of the character of the

Much of southern England is
underlain by the Chalk, which tends
to give rounded rolling landscapes,
supporting a rich agricultural
economy. Natural exposures are rare,
except at the coast, and quarries
provide most of the opportunities to
examine the rock sequence. The
richness of the soil, especially when
supported by the high input
agriculture of the past 30 years, has
encouraged the gradual change from
sheep grazing to arable farming, with
loss of hedgerows and small copses.
The Chalk outcrop is easily
recognisable from the Natural Areas
map. Chalk landscapes are also
characterised by high quality surface
water courses, rich in \:vildlife, and still
used locally for watercress cultivation.
In contrast, the Carboniferous
Limestone of northern England is
much harder and forms extensive
upland areas in Derbyshire,
Lancashire and Yorkshire. The
calcicole vegetation has similarities to
that seen on the Chalk, but altitude,
aspect and land use history has led to
the development of a landscape which
is highly distinctive. The extensive
areas of karstic limestone pavement in
Yorkshire are a unique record of late
glacial events in England, and support
a rare association of plants and
animals.
The long narrow ridge of
Precambrian rocks which forms the
Malvern Hills carries a range of
dominantly acid grasslands and
heather moorland, but with local
variations which reflect the complex
interrnixillg of rock types which has
been caused by faulting. They are
very clearly distinct from the low lying
Triassic and Jurassic sedimentary
areas of the Severn Valley and the
Vale of Evesham to the east, and from
the red Devonian sandstones and
mudstones of Herefordshire to the
west.
In coastal conservation, our
strategy is to recognise the extent of
the natural sedimentary systems which
exist, and use them as the basis for
coastal management and planning. In
Britain, there is an unfortunate history
of piecemeal planning on the coast,
which has resulted in a number of
major engineering problems. We
believe, and the coastal engineering
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'he Dee meanders

Rod Jones and Stewart
Campbell, Countryside

a case of Dee-stabilisation?

Carboniferous Limestone scenery in Ingleborough National Nature Reserve, North Yorkshire. (Photo by Neil Glasser)

profession is increasingly taking the
same view, that coastal plarming
should be dealt with in the context of
the overall sedimentary cell; our
Natural Areas approach accepts this
as a fundamental principle, and
recognises 11 natural sedimentary
cells around the coast of England and
Wales. Eroding cliffs are a vital part
of this system, since (as well as
providing important exposures for
geological study) they provide
material which forms beaches within
the system. Once cliffs have been
protected by engineering \\'orks, beach
levels are lowered and not replenished
naturally, seawalls gradually become
undermined, and there is an unending
cycle of reconstruction and
maintenance.

Putting Natural Areas
into practice
Natural Areas provide the
framework for translating national
priorities for nature conservation into
local objectives and strategies, both for
NNRs and SSSIs, and for the overall
pattern of the wider environment
within which they occur. The
approach enables us to look at the
resource in an integrated way, and not
just to focus on the special sites.
Within each Natural Area, we will set
up working links with landowners and
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occupiers, local authorities, voluntary
conservation organisations, and the
community, to work towards a shared
understanding of the characteristics of
the area, and to establish jointly
shared objectives for nature
conservation, including geology and
geomorphology. The use of a system
of countryside classification which is
firmly based on the broad character
and form of the land should enable
the development of shared ownership
of plans and programmes, to which
the people who live and work in the
areas can easily relate. Our objectives
in Natural Areas will be related to the
distribution of characteristic wildlife
and natural features, and will describe
the 'Quality Profile' for each Natural
Area. This profile will set objectives
and targets for the high quality nature
conservation resource of the area
(principally comprising the SSSIs and
NNRs), as well as setting broad
objectives for what can be achieved at
the less special level in the wider
countryside as a whole. It will also set
out options for what might be
achieved by the enhancement of
areas which have become degraded
or fragmented.

In taking forward this approach,
geological and geomorphological

sites (as well as having their own
intrinsic interest and importance)
allow us to see and understand the
foundations from which the soils and
vegetation of Natural Areas have
sprung, and also to understand
better the operation of the natural
processes which shape the land.
Links like this give us many
opportunities to create much closer
working arrangements between
geological conservationists and
wildlife conservationists, and
between conservationists and land
managers. We intend to use this
process as a way of bringing
geological and wildlife conservation
much closer together in England,
and are already encouraged by the
positive reactions which we are
receiving from many of our partners,
and from landowners. The future
success of geological conservation
depends upon it becoming part of
the mainstream of nature
conservation, and the Natural Areas
initiative is a very positive way of
achieving this ambition. •
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he River Dee rises in the Welsh
mountains and follows a
tortuous course to Liverpool
Bay. It is one of the largest rivers in
Wales, \vith an average discharge of
37 cubic metres per second. One
stretch of the river contains superb
meanders, identified by the Geological
Conservation Review (GCR) as of
national importance, and is proposed
as a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI). These meanders cross a
lowland floodplain containing a variety
of alluvial deposits, ox-bow features
and palaeochannels, which bear
witness to past migrations of the river.
The processes of erosion and
deposition still continue, albeit slowly,
and add considerably to the site's
value. Indeed, the site provides a
natural laboratory where the interplay
between fluvial processes and man
induced change can be studied. This
gives both an important insight to the
continuing evolution of Britain's
rivers, and significant lessons in river
engineeling and management. The
Dee was recently the focus of a major
research project commissioned by the
Countryside Council for Wales
(CCW) and undertaken by Geodata
at Southampton University (Gumell et

some of the most spectacular and
intricately developed meanders seen
anywhere in Blitain (see aerial
photograph). Importantly, they are
largely unconfined within the wide
floodplain and exhibit relatively little
direct human interference (see below).
Their planform varies from perfect
horseshoe curves, to more complex
double headed and irregular forms.
In addition to this meander belt, the
site includes areas of the river's
fioodplain, on either side of the
channel, which contain fine examples
of ox-bow features and abandoned
channels. Some of these features
contain sediments with great potential

Council for Wales

I for reconstructing the Holocene (post
glacial) history of the river, by pollen
analysis and radiocarbon dating
(Gurnell et al. 1993).

Processes - an evolving
landscape
Contemporary erosion and deposition
account for a variety of shifting sand
and gravel bars within and adjacent to
the channel. Although abandoned
channels and ox-bow features on the
floodplain bear \vitness to significant
past migrations of the river, the recent
study by Geodata has shown that,
over the last 115 years, the overall
location of the river channel has been

al. 1993).

What makes the
Dee special?
Landfonns - the record of the past
Buried channels have long been
known in the vicinity of the Dee and
l\1.ersey estuaries (for example, Wills,
1912; Owen, 1950; Greswell, 1964;
Howells, 1965). They are likely to
represent courses of the rivers
established before the last (Late
Devensian) glaciation of the area,
about 18,000 years ago. After the ice
had melted, the rivers were once again
able to enter Liverpool Bay, often
cutting their courses, during the last
15,000 years or so, through vast
spreads of glacial debris.
The Dee's meanders between Holt
and Worthenbury form one of 81 sites
selected by the GCR to demonstrate
the most important features and
processes of fluvial geomorphology in
Britain. This stretch of the river runs
approximately south to north within a
broad valley, bordered partly by river
cliffs formed during an earlier part of
the river's history. The site comprises

Aerial photograph of the Dee meanders taken from a height of about 825 metres.
This stretch of the river coincides approximately with the southern (upstream) half of
the site. The meanders include perfect horseshoe forms, as well as double headed
varieties. The dotted lines indicate the location of two abandoned channels which
mark former courses of the river. (Photo copyright Geonex)
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relatively stable. Instead of the steady
downstream migration of the meander
belt that might have been expected,
the river has oscillated in position, but
by generally no more than half a
channel width (Gurnell et al. 1993).
The dominant processes today appear
to be those of bank failure, induced
by slope and hydrological processes,
follO'wed by fluvial transport and re
deposition of the collapsed sediments.
Indeed, the system now seems to be
evolving partly in response to specific
man-induced changes.

Tidal influence and
sea level change
The landward limit of tidal
influence occurs within this stretch of
the Dee. Water levels and velocities
are, thus, modified in the lower part
of the site during high spring tides.
The zone of tidal and fluvial
interaction in British rivers is relatively
poorly understood, and the Dee
provides an important opportunity to
study process changes brought about
as a result of possible sea level rise.

Man's modifications
The River Dee, like virtually all rivers
in England and Wales, has been
influenced by human activities. These
range from changes in catchment
characteristics, such as deforestation,
to more specific works, including the
stabilisation of individual river
meanders by rock armouring and
other engineerin~techniques.

River regulation
Regulation of the upstream flows of
the Dee commenced with the
construction of the Shropshire Union
Canal, and diversion of water to the
canal via the Horseshoe Falls, near
Llangollen. In the 1950s, increased
water storage in Lake Bala further
controlled the flows. Additional
regulation came with the construction
of Llyn Celyn Reservoir in the mid
1960s and by the commissioning of
Llyn Brenig Reservoir in 1979. These
modifications effectively control the
hydrology of about 20% of the total
catchment above Chester - the most
mountainous area, where about 40%
of run-off is generated.
Regulation has changed the flood
characteristics of the river, reducing
the frequency of some larger floods
by impounding water in the upper
catchment. Low flows have been
increased significantly, with the Dee
being used as an aqueduct to supply
Merseyside from an abstraction point
near Chester.
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This bend of the Dee, near its
confluence with the Worthenbury Brook,
illustrates the processes of erosion and
slumping which have contributed to
collapse of part of the low flood defence
embankment, which runs around the top
edge of the river cliff.
(Photo by Stewart Campbell)

Chester Weir
Chester Weir lies some 20
kilometres downstream of the site.
There has been some form of weir
here for almost a thousand years,
although its height and nature have
changed through time - surprisingly,
the \-veir still controls waters within
the Holt-Worthenbury reach.
Although Chester Weir is often
considered to mark the tidal limit
within the estuary, it is actually over
topped several times a year, and tidal
effects extend considerably farther
upstream. Although the weir's crest
lies at 4.4 metres OD, tides v-rithin the
estuary can exceed this height by up
to 2 metres - not until Worthenbury,
upstream, does the level of the river
bed exceed this height.
As well as preventing tidally
controlled movements above Chester
on all but the highest tides, the weir
induces an artificially high base level.
This has the effect of reducing the
gradient of the liver within the lower
reach of the site at low tide. Water
velocities here are accordingly
reduced, ",rith the result of increased
fine grained sedimentation and higher
bed levels. It is likely that the weir
has been central to the reduction in
the rate of meander migration
(Gurnell et al. 1993).

Flood defences and bank
protection
Flood defences have been
constructed along much of the reach.
These consist of low (usually less than

1 metre high), grassed-over earth
bunds, constructed from the
floodplain sediments. In places, they
are located adjacent to the river
channel, although elsewhere they
cross meander necks, and are located
well away from the river. They are
designed not to prevent flooding
totally, but rather to limit the number
of occasions that the floodplain is
inundated, and to minimise the effects
of this flooding downstream.
However, these banks impede the
return of flood waters to the river,
and this problem is alleviated by
several pumping stations located
along the reach.
Historically, much effort has been
put into stabilising the channel banks.
At many locations, toe armour is
visible; elsewhere this has been buried
by up to 1 metre of river sediment, as
the banks have grown out\vards by
natural processes. Where flood banks
adjacent to the river are in danger of
collapsing, extensive and expensive
protection works, involving toe
armour, rock groynes and
reconstruction of bank slopes using
geotextiles, have been employed by
the National Rivers Authority (NRA).

Landowners, river
management and
conservation
Conservation of this important site
can only occur with CCW working
closely with the many landowners
who rely on the flood plain for their
livelihoods. The largely agticultural
nature of the area must be respected,
while at the same time limiting
possible damage to the
geomorphological features. Equally,
the role of the NRA, and its Local
Flood Defence Comminee, in
maintaining the effectiveness of the
defences is acknowledged.
A cessation of process activity
within the site, however, would be
inimical to its conservation value.
Similarly, large scale engineering and
bank protection works can be both
damaging and counter-productive.
Geodata's detailed study of the reach
was commissioned by CCW to gain a
clearer understanding of the processes
operating at the site, and to provide a
sound basis for developing
management strategies. The study
has produced a range of interesting
conclusions.
Collapse of the banks along this
stretch of river seems to be a more
complex process than previously
thought - it is not simply a case of the
river eroding and undercuning banks.

The same river bend as shown in the
previous photograph after extensive use
of toe armour, rock groynes and
geotextile matting. The flood
embankment has been re-built at the top
as part of these costly, integral
bank/flood defence repairs.
(Photo by Stewart Campbelll

Geodata's study in fact shows that
some of the channel banks, and
sometimes the flood defence
embankments that they support,
collapse during the drainage of flood
water back into the river, by
infiltration through the flood plain
sediments. It is believed that after a
flood, high pore water pressures
build up in the bank sediments,
leading to a loss of strength and to
eventual collapse. It may well be
that, at some locations, the flood
defence banks even exacerbate the
problem by ponding water on the
flood plain. Even where banks have
been extensively re-fashioned by the
use of toe armour and geotextiles,
extensive cracks and slumping serve
to show that the problem of bank
collapse is not just related to erosion
by the river.
This brings into question whether
such extensive engineering works are
always the best solution for specific
problems. Other options include
moving the flood defence
embankment a short distance away
from the river channel, and u-ying to
stabilise the natural bank, where
necessary, with willows. It is clear
that where willows are well
established elsewhere within the
reach, banks are invariably stable.
This is due to the binding effects of
the roots, and perhaps to the banks
still remaining permeable enough to
let flood water drain back, under
normal pressure, into the river,
without causing damage. These low

cost measures may well be worth
exploring before recourse to costly,
and not always effective, engineering
works.
Also, damage to the river bank
occurs as sheep and cattle u'ample
the channel margins in search of
drinking water. This has the effect
of removing and damaging the
vegetation that helps to bind
relatively loose floodplain sediments
together. In the worse cases of bank
erosion, the problem might be
alleviated by the removal of stock
from the channel margins, followed
by the selective planting of willow if
stock relocation fails to cure the
problem. Where stock is denied
access to the river, alternative
drinking supplies will have to be
provided. The cost may be offset by
savings effected by other changes in
management practice within the
reach.

Cracks and slumping in the newly
constituted river bank perhaps bear
witness to impeded bank drainage and
may require remedial action.
(Photo by Stewart Campbell)

The future?
Geodata's study shows that the
River Dee will continue to evolve.
Of greatest interest to landowners
and river managers is the question
"Will the Dee significantly change its
course?" The answer to this seems
to be "No". Over the last century or
so, the lo~on or planfot:n1 of the
channel has been remarkably stable,
with the river oscillating in position
rougWy within half of the present
active channel width. This reduction
in channel movement appears to be
related to increasing regulation of the
river. If so, it can be predicted with
confidence that the channel will move
less over the next century than
during the last.
Of interest, particularly from the
scientist!s viewpoint, are the apparent
cross sectional adjustments that the
river has made as a result of
regulation - these include a
narrowing of the channel, and
establishment of a cyclic panern of
bank collapse and growth. Future
adjustments in this context are likely
to be accommodated within the
width of the present over-topping or
flood channel.
The Dee's meanders are
undoubtedly highly attractive for
future research. The record of post
glacial history contained within the
abandoned channels remains virtually
unexplored. In addition, the present
meanders provide a superb setting
for studying the effects of man's
activities on in-channel processes.
Tidal influences on the reach give it
special significance for studying the
possible effects of global warming,

particularly sea level tise, on Britain's
lowland rivers. The conservation
challenge is to ensure the continuing
agricultural productivity of the area,
whilst retaining its natural charm and
undoubted geomorphological
significance. •
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Conserving our dynamic and static
geomorphological heritage
Alan Werritty and John McManus, University of St Andrews,
and Vanessa Brazier and John Gordon, Scottish Natural Heritage

S

0tland'S geomorphological
esources are threatened by
many potentially damaging
human activities and developments
(Table 1), the cumulative effects and
interactions of which are poorly
documented and difficult to predict.
From an earth science conservation
perspective, effective river basin
management must seek to balance
and minimise the conflicting demands
made on the natural environment.
However, this challenge is
complicated by uncertainty about the
effects of climatic change. During
the Holocene, several major
fluctuations in the nature of
Scotland's climate altered the
behaviour of river systems and the
nature of geomorphic processes in
their catchments. There is also a
growing body of evidence for a
significant and widespread change in
Scotland's weather during the last 20
years, which has resulted in an
increase in winter precipitation of up
to 15% in the north and west. The
longer term implications of such a
change in precipitation regime may
herald an increas€ d incidence of
major floods, which could have
implications for the nature of river
process response and river
management. The Holocene

landfOlm record of the lowlands also
provides evidence for the impact of
changing sea levels on estuarine and
lowland river processes. The
potential outcome of the combined
impact of 'natural' environmental
change and human activities within a
drainage basin is, therefore, hard to
predict, but must be considered if we
are to attempt to manage our
geomorphological heritage.

Conservation management of this
heritage falls into two separate
approaches - conservation of the
static features and conservation of
dynamic environments.

In many respects, the conservation of
static or relict landforms, such as

Table 1 Principal threats to the freshwater geomorphic heritage of Scotland

Threat

Generalised examples of principal impacts

1. lVlineral extraction (sand and

• Destruction of relict landform assemblages
and stratigraphic and sedimentary records.
• Reduction of sediment supply to active
process systems, leading to various responses,
such as channel scour.
• Interference with and potential disruption of
drainage network, with potential impacts on
run-off behaviour.

gravel resources, mining and
large scale quarrying)

2. Agriculture (intensive

• Landform damage through ploughing, ground
levelling, drainage.
• Episodic increases in soil eroded from fields,
leading to increased sedimentation in lochs in
lowland river systems.
• Changes in run-off response times as a result
of drainage.

cultivation methods, land
drainage)

3. Other land management

(dumping, drainage, disruption
of active processes,
construction of tracks, storage
of materials)

Hillside and valley coupling, Glen Feshie.

4. AfforestationJdeforestation

engmeenng

6. Recreation

. • Temporary increases in sediment yield and
run-off.
• Loss of land!orm \-isibility.

7.

Commercial and industrial
developments

• Destruction of active and relict landforms.
• Disruption of active processes.
• Potential for fundamental change in process
regime (see text).
• Localised direct damage (for example, along
paths and within ski-fields).
• Snow fences on ski-fields increase localised
snow accumulation, which could increase
meltwater potential.

I

I

•.. ,
i

Conservation management
of dynamic environments

r

5. River management and

I

I

,

• Degradation of landforms.
• Changes in water course and water body
turbidity.
• Changes in sediment available (for example,
temporary increases in soil erosion following
track construction).
• Changes in run-off response time as a result
of interference with natural drainage pattern.

(Photo by Vanessa Brazier)
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Conservation management
of static landforms

glaciofluvial outwash terraces, kettle
holes and kames, is relatively
straightforward. For example,
Scottish Natural Heritage must be
consulted about developments
requiring planning consent on Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs),
and also by the owner/occupier of
land designated for its conservation
interest when activities identified as
potentially damaging operations are
proposed. Not all developments will
damage or destroy relict
geomorphological features, even
though the landforms in question
constitute a non-renewable resource
developed under different
environmental conditions. Assessing
the vulnerability of individual
landforms and landform assemblages
is dependant on the type of
development proposed. A useful
approach is to develop a table of
rankings (Table 2) for worst case
scenarios of developments such as
land drainage, afforestation,
deforestation and building roads,
walls and buildings. However, it will
be difficult to develop swiftly from a
reactive approach, based around the
conservation of designated sites, to a
proactive approach, set within the
\>vider remit of conservation of
landscape. A national database on
Scotland's geomorphological and
stratigraphic heritage is required, and
further documentation of the range
and scale of impacts associated with
different types of development on
landform and stratigraphic integrity.
Further research and the compilation
of an inventory is, therefore, needed
to enable both informed and sensitive
planning of developments in the
landscape, and effective conservation
management of our relict geomorphic
heritage.

-

• Large scale damage and disruption of surface
and subsurface features.
• Specific impacts may include reduced flood
peak and, therefore, certain channel processes
in rivers downstream of major abstraction
facilities.

Conservation management of dynamic
landforming environments is more
complex, and faces several problems,
ranging from the development of
process-response models to public
relations. However, the central
problem is one of a history of
piecemeal river basin management in
Britain. On an individual basis, some
of the activities may only pose a
relatively minor threat to geomorphic
stability, but the potential impact of
cumulative stresses on river and
lacustrine dynamics are neither well
understood by researchers nor fully
appreciated by water resource
managers.

The development of appropriate
management strategies to ensure the
survival of the character and
behaviour of dynamic process
environments (but not necessarily the
preservation of individual ephemeral
landforms) is a central theme of earth
science conservation. The concept of
geomorphic sensitivity of dynamic
river systems, based on qualitative
models of river metamorphosis, is at a
formative stage. Geomorphic
sensitivity denotes the ability of a
landform assemblage to \>vithstand
externally imposed change. In
conU-ast to the case of relict landforms
described above, the nature of the
active geomorphic system, and its
limiting thresholds, determine whether
the system absorbs the externally
imposed change or is sensitive to it. If
the system is sensitive, then the initial
process regime may cross an extrinsic
threshold into a new process regime,
in which a very different assemblage
of landforms is Likely to develop.
Such changes could be manifest by an
aggrading reach of river becoming
deeply entrenched as a result of
sediment depletion upstream, or in a
once braided river becoming
increasingly sinuous as a result of
changes in sediment type or river flow
control. Fr.:;} conservation.
management of our dynamic fluvial
heritage to be effective, it is important
to establish the properties and
characteristics that determine
geomorphic sensitivity across a wide
range of fluvial environments, and
how to separate the impact of
externally imposed change from
natural variability which is inherent
within the system.

The way ahead
The dynamic behaviour of Scottish
rivers (for example flooding, bank
erosion and channel pattern change)

constitutes a hazard when the river
impinges on human activities.
Society's demand for safe and
permanent solutions to these hazards
means that the views of
conservationists are often
marginalised. This conflict of interest
is compounded when there is a
statutory responsibility for a
government department or local
administrative body to take action by
repairing old, or implementing new,
hazard mitigation programmes.
Effective conservation of rivers and
water bodies is, therefore, faced with a
considerable challenge in determining
and managing the balance between
continued natural environmental
change and the ever increasing
demands of urban and rural
development on river basins.
River management will be effective
only if the whole drainage basin is
considered, and long term
management plans implemented that
regulate the demands made
throughout the river system. River
management consortia are needed
where all river users are represented,
and through which promotion of the
benefits of sound conservation
practice can be marketed (for
example, through making available
information on river management
practices that provide viable
alternatives to excessively
interventionist river engineering
schemes where hazard mitigation is
deemed necessary). Within this
context, the development of applied
models of geomorphic sensitivity, and
detailed environmental sensitivity
monitoring programmes, are central to
sound and holistic conservation
management practices. •
(Extracted from Maitland, P.S., Boon, P.J.
& McKlusky, D.S. (eds.). (In press). The

Freshwaters of Scotland: a National
Resource of International Significance.
John Wiley, Chichester.x

Table 2 Scale for use in assessing potential impacts on relict landform assemblages

Description of the degree of impact of potentially
damaging operations on individual relict landforrns
and relict landforrn assemblages

Scale of impact
I-

l.

I

2.

3.

I

II

4.

I
5.

The operation is not generally applicable.
The operation would obscure or mask the surface and
stratigraphic exposures of the landform.
The operation would cause general distUption or
destruction of part of the landform.
The operation would cause general disruption to either
the surface or stratigraphy of the landform.
The operation would either disrupt or destroy the
landform surface, stratigraphy and the relationship with
other components of the (designated) area.
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Kenneth Addison, University of Wolverhampton and St Peter's College, Oxford
utterley Brick Ltd, part of the
Hanson Group, has excavated
shale to make bricks at its
Seiont Works, near Caernarfon, since
1972. Butterley and its predecessor at
the site, the Castle Brick Company,
follow a long local tradition of brick
and tile manufacture which dates back
to Roman times, when the fort at
nearby Segomium was built. Quarry
overburden consists mainly of glacial
sediments, which are later used during
back-fill operations. Sections through
the glacial sequence drew some
attention prior to 1986, but recent cut
backs have revealed organic sediments
of great significance for understanding
Quaternary events in western Britain.
Although the scientific importance of
the site has burgeoned, effective
conservation is complicated by the
location of the sections in a working
quarry and by planning legislation.
The detailed scientific investigation of
the site has been facilitated entirely
through me generous co-operation of
its owners and managers.

Geological background
and setting
The site, named Pen-y-bryn after
farmland to the south, was first
described in detail by Whittow and

Ball (1970), following observations
made between 1960-1965. The
quan-y cuts through a veneer of
Quaternary sediments into Ordovician
shales which make up a low hill, lying
at about 50 metres OD, on the Arfon
coastal platform, north west of the
Snowdonian mountains. The latter
rise sharply to the south east of the
Menai Strait, and the glacial trough of
Nant-y-betws lies directly in line with,
and only 7 kilometres away from,
Pen-y-bryn. As a result, the site lay
in a confluence zone between Welsh
mountain ice and the Irish Sea glacier,
which invaded the coastlands from the
north and west. Traditionally, the
sediments at Pen-y-bryn have been
viewed as a typical 'sandwich' of the
respective tills of these ice sheets,
separated by glaciofluvial gravels.
However, weathering variations in the
sequence, in particular, have led to six
different interpretations of regional
Quaternary history since 1962. Two
of these have invoked two distinct
cold stages, separated by full
(Ipswichian) interglacial conditions,
while the other four confine the
regional sequence to the Devensian
cold stage - nonetheless, they still
disagree as to whether evidence for
one or more glacial advances is
present.

Cutting back the faces at Pen-y-bryn. The degraded exposures are clear at this early
stage of activity, except to the right where a bench is being cut at the top of the
Ordovician shale. The lower part of the Quaternary sequence is exposed near the
range rod, and regular monitoring is essential to ensure that the widest range of
organic sediments is recovered. (Photo by Kenneth Addison)
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A chance discovery
Organic materials found beneath
glacial sediments are extremely rare in
Britain, whereas sites where they
overlie, and thus post-date, the glacial
materials are more common.
Previously, the absence of dateable
organic deposits within the glacial
sequences of North Wales had
hampered con-elation with the rest of
Britain. The fortuitous discovery of
organic beds at Pen-y-bryn was made
by Ken Addison and Martin Edge,
whilst leading a student field course in
the early autumn of 1986. It is likely
that they had been exposed before, but
this time they had not become
degraded by rain and frost action, or
buried rapidly by slumping.

A programme of
scientific investigation
Sites with the evident complexity and
potential importance of Pen-y-bryn
require careful and specialist
investigation. As the principal
scientists, Ken Addison and Martin
Edge have monitored each cut-back of
the Quaternary overburden as it has
been made, gradually piecing together
the stratigraphic an'd lithological
evidence. The nature of the
investigations, however, has had to be
multidisciplinary, and a wide range of
expertise has been mobilised. This has
involved enlisting specialist advice on
wood anatomy from Kew Gardens, on
fossil beetles from the acknowledged
expert, Russell Coope at Birmingham
University, and pollen analytical skills
from Frank Chambers and Jeff
Blackford at Keele and Durham
universities, respectively. Equally, such
research cannot proceed without
suitable funding. Two Natural
Environment Research Council grants,
and support from the universities of
Wolverhampton, Oxford and Keele,
have enabled the programme to
develop, and to include radiocarbon
analyses at the East Kilbride and
Groningen laboratories. Uranium
series dating has also been undertaken
at Groningen. The programme has

Organic horizon consisting of compressed peat and organic mUd, sandwiched
between gravel (below) and Welsh till (above), at the south west corner of the quarry.
(Photo by Kenneth Addison)

already led to several publications, and
further will follow as the site
investigations continue.

Ice Age sediments
The Quaternary sequence at Pen-y
bryn is laterally variable. The most
important and complete sections
occur in the south east working face,
which is shown in the simplified
stratigraphic section. This generalised
sequence shows that five main types
of Pleistocene deposit overlie the
disintegrated Ordovician shale which
is extracted for brick making.

The sequence of events
The coarse grey gravel which lies
directly on the Ordovician shale is the
oldest Pleistocene sediment at the site,
and is likely to have been deposited by
a river flowing north west across
Arfon from the Snowdon area.
Shallow linear depressions in the
gravels are lined with lenses of sand,
peat, organic mud, silt and clay.
They mark sections of channel,
abandoned as the river migrated
across its flood plain, and were
subsequently infilled with local
mineral and organic debris.
Five distinct lenses of such
materials have been recorded - four of
these appear to be in situ channel-fill
sequences, while the fifth actually
occurs within the grey Welsh till
above the gravels, and was probably
derived from the beds beneath.
Compressed peats within the channels
contain pollen and, locally, are
extremely rich in wood fragments,
including sections of whole trunks and
branches, as well as cones and

needles. Analyses of pollen, wood
anatomy, cones, other plant macro
fossils (seeds etc) and beetles have
revealed at least two separate episodes
of organic sedimentation in a wetland
or wetland-margin habitat. One,
however, shows an open, tundra-like
environment, with a later development
of dwarf birch-vvillow-crowberry
heath; the other indicates a
spruce/larcMf!birch-pine forest.
Radiocarbon dates place the forest
episode at about 60,000 years BP
(before the present), while the heath
episode is dated at around 40,000
years. In traditional terms, tl1ese
episodes would appear to be related to
the Chelford and Upton Warren
interstadials, respectiv~ly, of the
British Devensian cold stage.
However, they differ in detail, and it is
likely that the radiocarbon dates

provide only minimum ages. On this
basis, it has been suggested that the
forest and heath episodes are best
correlated with the known Quaternary
deep sea record - namely with
Oxygen Isotope stages 5c (about
100,000 years BP) and 5a (about
80,000 years BP). Prelin1inary results
from Uranium-series dating appear to
confim1 these correlations.
The grey till, which overlies the
organic lenses and gravels, was
deposited by Welsh ice, which
advanced across Arfon from
Snowdonia. The till lies conformably
on the organic beds and the gravels,
but elsewhere cuts through to
bedrock. It is not surprising that the
till contains reworked shale fragments
and, occasionally, tree trunks and
organic debris. Such relationships
have parallels in Alaska today, where
glaciers advancing into the coastlands
are bulldozing trees and debris in
their paths. This relationship
suggests an ice advance at Pen-y
bryn around 70,000 years ago,
during a prominent cold stage clearly
revealed by the deep sea record
(known as Oxygen Isotope Stage 4).
It is highly likely that the upper
gravel and till sequence at the site
dates from the Late Devensian
glaciation, sometime after 25,000
years BP, when Irish Sea and Welsh
ice masses fought for supremacy
along the coastal fringe. The Pen-y
bryn sequence, thus, provides the
first substantive evidence for Early
Devensian glaciation, following two
Early Devensi2.n interstadials, in
southern Britain. The evidence
accords well with the known
Quaternary record elsewhere in
northern Europe.

Abies sp.
10

()

c"'"'

A large fragment from a fir tree, taken from organic sediments at the base of the
Welsh till. (Photo by Kenneth Addison)
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A. identifying the location of key
Quaternary sediments near to
the periphery of the planning
consent, with a view to
conserving selected faces as part
of a quarry restoration scheme
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Location map and simplified stratigraphic section. The section shows the sequence of Quaternary sediments exposed in the
south east quarry face at Pen-y-bryn: 1. Ordovician shale; 2. gravels and sand; 3. organic deposits; 4. Welsh till; 5. intermediate
gravels; 6. Irish Sea till.

Quarrying and
conservation
Pen-y-bryn is undoubtedly a site of
national importance for the
reconstruction and dating of Late
Pleistocene events. Its scientific and
educational importance clearly merit
consideration for inclusion within the
Geological Conservation Review site
network, the Quaternary of Wales.
However, its location within an active
quarry gives rise to a potential conflict
of interests. Quarrying presents a
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programme has still benefited from
the smaller and less frequent cut
backs, and has been aided by the
~xcellent working relationships
Jeveloped with Butterley.
lnvaluable co-operation from the
company and its successive site
managers, Barry Ellis and the late
,\ if I Jones, has included
unrestricted access to the site for the
scientific investigators, consent to
monitor cut-backs of the faces as
tl1ey are made, and clearance of key
sections for important visits, such as
those of the Quaternary Research
Association in 1990 and the
,\1alvern International Conference in
July 1993.
The site managers also entered
into preliminary discussions with
the then Nature Conservancy
Council and the principal scientists
working at the site. Several options
for conserving parts of the
important Quaternary sequence
were, and still are, being explored.
To leave the underlying shales un
quarried would alter the pattern of
working, and lead either to a
substantial loss of revenue for
Butterley or to a prohibitively
expensive management agreement.
Realistic options include:

conservation dilemma because, while
it reveals the sediments and features
of interest in the first place, it also
destroys them progressively.
Butterley Brick Ltd has worked the
site since its acquisition in 1972.
Currently, about 880,000 bricks are
made each week, requiring an annual
extraction rate of 126,720 tonnes of
shale and removal of some 40,000
tonnes of the Quaternary overburden.
Restoration conditions were not
attached to the old planning consent
under which the quarry operates.

The current workings are still well
within the planning boundary and
there are substantial reserves. The
working face has advanced about
100 metres in the 30 years since
Whittow and Ball's study, and is
currently at its maximum height as it
breaches the hill crest. It is difficult to
assess the rate of future cut-back,
since this depends on economic
factors, particularly those related to
the vigour of the construction
industry.
Nonetheless, the scientific

B. undertaking a borehole survey to
pin-point the extent of me critical
organic sediments at me site and
to help achieve A., above

C. to monitor cut-backs as mey are
made during me remaining life
of me quarry - mis will
maximise the potential of the
scientific resource, whemer or
not suitable conservation faces
can be identified.
The continuing co-operation of
Butterley Brick Ltd in mis respect is
of fundamental importance.
So, too, is me flourishing
relationship between the scientists
and staff of me Countryside Council
for Wales, particularly wim meir
Quaternary Scientist, Stewart
Campbell. Both forms of
collaboration are gratefully
acknowledged.

The future
Pen-y-bryn illustrates typical
problems of conserving soft

Members of the Quaternary Research Association study the sequence at Pen-y-bryn
during their Annual Field Meeting, held in North Wales in 1990.
(Photo by Stewart Campbell)

sediments in working quarries.
Here, me known location of the
critical sediments makes effective
conservation difficult wimout
sterilising huge quantities of valuable
minerals. If stratigraphic continuity
could be guaranteed, the normal
practice w~id be to notify an area
coincident to at least part of the
extant planning boundary. At
present, insufficient is known about
me extent of the critical channel-fill
deposits, and the remainder of the
Pleistocene sequence is also liable to
considerable lateral variation, mus
defying this approach. Continuing
study is the best interim option,

pending detailed site investigation to
define future conservation areas.
The highly constructive relationship
developed betlveen me quarry
operators and the researchers at the
site has been the key to the
considerable successes so far. It sets
standards for other sites and
situations vvhere difficult
conservation problems exist. The
Pen-y-bryn story also demonstrates
how the voluntary actions of
individuals, groups and the
extractive industry can comple
ment the role gf existing legislation in conserving our earth
heritage. •
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land management conflict at Quaternary sites on the Gwynedd
coastal fringe, North \-Vales: a preliminary survey. In: Stevens, C.,
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Landscape: Evolving landform.s and Ice-age heritage. Crewe
Conference (1992) Organising Committee, UK.
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Scotland's Quaterna
John Gordon,
Scottish Natural Heritage

O

a celebration
I

Agassiz alTived in Scotland in
to the tremendous environmental
n 7 October 1993, Scottish
September 1840, anending a meeting
changes wmch accompanied the
Natural Heritage (SNH),
of the British Association in Glasgow,
advance and retreat of the great ice
together with partner
where he presented his Ice Age theory
sheets. Although the theory was born
organisations and individuals, gathered
and
confidently predicted that he
in
Switzerland,
Scotland
proved
a
vital
in Edinburgh to celebrate the rich
would find supporting evidence in
testing ground for the early ideas.
Quaternary heritage of Scotland. This
Scotland. He was able to examine the
It was Louis Agassiz, a Swiss
took the form of a joint ceremony
many till exposures excavated in the
geologist working in the Alps, who
commemorating the pronouncement
course of building works at that time
first advanced the bold concept of
of the glacial theory in Scotland by
around Glasgow, immediately
continental-scale glaciation, developing
Louis Agassiz in 1840 and the recent
recognising the characteristic glacial
earlier ideas, notably of Venetz and de
publication of the Quaternary of
features of the boulder clay. He then
Charpentier. Agassiz suggested that
Scotland volume of the Geological
embarked on a tour of the
Conservation Review (GCR).
Highlands, where he found
In a ceremony at Agassiz Rock,
much evidence for the former
Blackford Hill, Magnus
existence of glaciers in the form
Magnusson, Chairman of SNH,
of moraines and striated rock
unveiled a new plaque
surfaces, analogous to those in
commemorating the significance
the forelands of modem Alpine
of Agassiz's far reaching
glaciers.
discovelies. Tms site is one of
From the 'vvealth of evidence
historical importance recognised
that he had accumulated,
in the GCR volume, which was
Agassiz was now ready to
launched by Roger Crofts,
publicly announce his
Chief Executive of SNH, at the
discoveries. At Fort Augtistus
British Geological Survey's
on 3 October, he wrote a lener
Scottish headquarters. The
to Robert Jameson, Editor of the
volume identifies a network of
Edinbwgh New Philosophical
key localities representing the
Journal, intending that it be
principal facets of Quaternary
published in the journal.
stratigraphy, geomorphology
However, the latest issue had
and environmental change in
gone to press, but Jameson
Scotland.
recognising the significance of
Today, we take the existence
Agassiz's discovery, passed the
of the Ice Age for granted - a
letter
to Charles Maclaren,
well founded geological theory
Editor of The Scotsman and
on which to base our
mmself a geologist. As
interpretations and
recounted in the address by
understanding of the landscape.
James Seaton, presently Senior
However, in the early decades
Assistant Editor of The Scotsman,
of the 19th Century, the
Maclaren immediately
dominant theory of landscape
recognised the significance of
formation was founded in
Agassiz's
discovery and, tlms,
biblical 'creationist' thinking,
tills newspaper acmeved a
involving a catastrophic flood
famous journalistic scoop on 7
Magl1lus Magnusson unveils the plaque at Agassiz Rock.
which was held responsible for
(Photo by courtesy of the British Geological Survey. Edinburgh)
October 1840.
the widespread deposiJtion of
Three weeks later, Agassiz
superficial deposits and the
alTived in Edinburgh, and a
formation of features such as
party of Edinburgh geologists,
ice had formerly covered a large area
the crag and tail forms of Castle Rock,
including Charles Maclaren, took him
of northern Europe, and a priority was
Calton Hill and Corstorphine Hill in
to examine striated rock surfaces
to
test
his
theory
in
a
country
where
Edinburgh.
around the city. At Blackford Hill,
glaciers no longer existed. Scotland
The glacial theory was one of the
they found clear examples of scratches
was the pivotal test bed, providing the
major scientific advances of the 19th
and shallow grooves on the rock
critical
evidence
for
what
was
to
be
a
Century. The realisation that large
surface. Agassiz is reported to have
revolution in geological thinking, and
areas of northern Europe and North
confidently exclaimed "That is the
the establishment of the very
America were formerly covered by
work of ice'" Since then, tills rock has
foundation of our modem
extensive land-based ice sheets
been known as 'Agassiz Rock'.
understanding
of
landscape
provided a critical key, not only to the
His tour of Scotland, and the
development and environmental
understanding of the origins of the
striking field evidence and landforms
change during the Quaternary.
landscapes that we see today, but also

-
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that he saw, clearly had a significant
impact on Agassiz and the
development of ms ideas. Subsequent
to his visit, he recognised the
contribution of the Scottish evidence
to his th.inking, writing that "It was in
Scotland that I first acquired precision
in my ideas regarding ancient
glaciers".
Agassiz's visit was, thus, a turning
point that saw the birth of glacial
geology as a scientific discipline based
on careful field observation and well
tested theory, freed from recourse to
biblical ideas about catastrophic floods
or extensive marine submergences.
The Ice Age theory, and its
subsequent development, have
provided the key to understanding the
evolution of the landscape and the
environmental changes that have
shaped the development of our
habitats and their floras and faunas
during the last 2 million years of
geological time.
It is fitting to recognise the
contribution of Agassiz in establishing
the glacial theory and the important
role that the Scottish evidence played.
We should not, however, forget the
19th Century Scottish geologists who
took up the banner and, through their
painstaking fieldwork and conceptual

insights, provided for its subsequent
development and elaboration - Charles
Maclaren, James Forbes, the Geikie
brothers, James Smith of Jordanhill,
Thomas Jamieson, James Croll,
Benjamin Peach and John Home,
among others. The legacy of their
work, and ultimately that of Agassiz, is
recognised in the Quaternary of
Scotland GCR volume, published
under the auspices of the Joint Nature
Conservation Committee (IN CC).
This volume, edited by John
Gordon and Donald Sutherland, offers
a detailed account of how the natural
environment responded in terms of
landforms, geomorphological
processes and plant communities to
the dramatic climatic changes of the
Ice Age period. It seeks to provide an
argued scientific foundation for the
conservation of the key localities
representing the geological and
environmental history of tills
particularly dynamic episode of recent
geological time.
Quaternary sites and interests form
an inextricable part of our natural
heritage. They provide an important
field resource for scientific research
and education, as well as the basis of
many of the scenic landscapes that are
highly valued by visitors to. Scotland.

From a scientific viewpoint, analysis of
the palaeoenvironmental records in
terrestrial, lacustrine and marine
sediments allows the pace, magnitude
and direction of present
geomorphological and environmental
changes to be placed in a longer time
perspective, as was lucidly
demonstrated in an address by
Professor Geoffrey Boulton of
Edinburgh University. Moreover,
palaeoenvironmental reconstructions
can also provide useful models for
predicting longer-term impacts of
present landscape changes arising
from natural processes and human
impacts - potentially of great applied
value in developing approaches to
sustainable land management that are
sensitive both to geomorphological and
ecological requirements. As Roger
Crofts stated in his speech "The
challenge, therefore, is to use the
scientific information wmch has been
gathered to educate decision makers,
environmental activists, students,
conservation practitioners and the
general public about their
environment."
The Quaternary of Scotland is the fifth
book to be published in the GCR
series of volumes .•

launch of the Quaternary of Scotland GCR volume. From left to right, lord Selborne (JNCC), Roger Crofts (SNH), Donald
Sutherland (Edinburgh), John Gordon (SNH), Magnus Magnusson (SNH) and Professor Geoffrey Boulton (University of Edinburgh).
(Photo by courtesy of the British Geological Survey, Edinburgh)
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Site clearance and English Nat
- past, present and future
Jonathan Larwood, English Nature

E

nglish Nature, and the former
Nature Conservancy Council,
have had a long involvement
with 'site clearance' - essentially
funding, or contributing towards, the
enhancement of geological and
geomorphological sites throughout
England.
Site clearance was widely used
during the 1980s. As part of the
Geological Conservation Review's
assessment and selection of Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), it
proved an invaluable 'tool' for re
evaluating the scientific status of
many historically important sites.
The site clearance fund has been
maintained, though at a reduced
level, since those early days, and is
seeing, perhaps, a re-orientation from
pure scientific assessment, to include
specimen rescue, together with
enhancement aimed at educational
needs.

Site clearance 
the recent years
Over the past three or four years, site
clearance has fallen into several
categories.

Site enhancementlsite
investigation
Whether involving the clearance of
debris or vegetation from exposures,
or more detailed excavations, the
value of funding and advising on
such activities is without doubt.
The work carried out at
Hornsleaslow [Snowshill] Quarry
SSSI, in Gloucestershire, clearly
highlights the benefits of funding a
site investigation. Since work began
in 1989, a wealth of information and
new discoveries have been made
(Metcalf et a/. 1992). An extensive
fauna of early Bathonian vertebrates
has been recovered, including a rich
and important microvertebrate fauna,
and this has provided the impetus for
considerable on-going research.
More recently, in 1992, English
Nature has part funded the clearance
of degraded sections at Goggin Road,
in the Mortimer Forest SSSI,
Shropshire. In collaboration with the
Natural Environment Research
Council, Leicester University and the
British Micropalaeontological Society,
this facilitated the sampling of fresh
sections as part of a project, based at

Leicester University, re-investigating
the type Wenlock-Ludlow area.

Specimen rescue
English Nature has funded or part
funded a number of projects
specifically aimed at specimen rescue.
For example, in 1992, the remains of
a giant filter feeding fish,
Leedsichthys, were discovered in an
Oxford Clay brick pit near Calvert,
in Buckinghamshire (Martill &
Hollingworth, 1992). A rescue dig
was funded and though,
disappointingly, the, rest of the fish
was not preserved, the remains of a
crocodile, Steneosaunls, were
discovered nearby - a welcome
bonus.
Also in 1992, gaining much media
attention, was the discovery of a large
sauropod on the Isle of Wight coast,
within the Hanover Point to St
Catherines Point SSSI. On this
precarious and rapidly eroding cliff,
English Nature's part funding aided
the excavation of what has proved to
be the most complete Wealden
sauropod yet encountered (Radley &
Hutt, 1993).

Innovation
Writhlington rock store, Avon,
created in 1987 Qarzembowski,
1991), is now designated as a
geological SSSI. Following the initial
founding of the rock store, English
Nature has been able to provide
occasional funding for 'turning over'
the rock piles, providing a continued
resource of uncollected material.
Last year, the site was retrenched
and new rock piles created,
considerably extending the life of the
rock store and this innovative
approach to geological conservation.
Following the Writhlington
example, English Nature has also
funded a similar scheme at Clock
House SSSI, in Surrey. Here an
insect-rich nodular horizon has been
excavated from the clay pit and
placed on one side in the hope of
yielding similar results.

Site clearance
- present and future
Currently, English Nature is involved
in part funding the continued
excavation of the West Runton
Elephant (Driscoll & Stuart, 1993),
Norfolk. Among other projects is
support for Stamford District
Geological Society in their proposed
enhancement of a section in the
overgrown Ketton Quarries SSSI,
Leicestershire. Scree clearance at

The

Gullet Quarry SSSI, in the Malvern
Hills, and an excavation of Beeches
Pit SSSI, Suffolk, have already been
funded this year.
The benefits gained from funding
site clearance projects are shown by
the examples cited above. In many
cases, financial backing has provided
the impetus for research, has saved
scientifically important specimens
which may otherwise have been lost,
and has encouraged site conservation
throughout the country. Whether for
scientific advance or educational
purposes, site clearance must be
considered as fundamental to the
safeguard and enhancement of our
geological heritage.
In recent years, money from
English Nature's site clearance fund
has been distributed largely on an ad
hoc, reactive, basis. Despite this,
numerous projects, both large and
small, have been financed, and the
conservation benefits have been high.
So what future does the fund have?
Clearly, the target of the fund has
widened from site
investigation/enhancement to include
specimen rescue, and from being
purely scientific to having broader
educational aims. For the future, a
more formalised grant based
approach ~ be beneficial: This
has the advantage of providing wider
publicity for the fund, opening its

:

.

usage to a wider audience, whilst still
maintaining the opportunity for
reactive or emergency projects.
For further information about
English Nature's site clearance fund,
please write to ]onathan Larwood,
English Nature, Northrninster House,
Peterborough PE 1 1UA.
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ssynt carbonatite

Rob Threadgould, Scottish Natural Heritage, lan Parsons, University of EdinbtJrgh,
and Barry Young, Baker Hughes Inteq, Aberdeen

Gullet Quarry, Malvern Hills - the unconformity between Precambrian rocks (far right) and steeply dipping Silurian sediments prior
to clearance for a field visit during the Malvern International Conference. (Photo by Stewart Campbell)
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xposure of one of Britain's
rarest rock types, carbonatite,
was created during site
clearance work at Loch Urigill, north
west Scotland, in March 1993. As
its name suggests, it is a carbonate
rich rock; its origin, however, lies
within the earth's mantle and not as
the result of the sedimentary
deposition of carbonate, although
ironically it is emplaced within
limestone of the Dumess Group.
The only other British rocks classed
as carbonatitic are a suite of veins
which occur near the Great Glen
Fault (Garson et al., 1984).
Evidence for its existence was first
provided during the late 1980s, when
Barry Young discovered loose blocks
of peculiar rock types on the
northern shore of Loch Urigill,
together with apparently in situ
carbonatite containing limestone
xcnoliths in a swallow hole a little
way north of the shore itself. Four

varieties of carbonatite were
subsequently identified - porphyritic
white sovite, phlogopite sovite, sovite
breccia and foliated silicocarbonatite
(Young, 1990). Phlogopite sovite
was found to contain xenoliths of
nepheline syenite and pyroxenite
related to the nearby Loch Borralan
intrusive complex ""hich occurs to
the north, and with which the
carbonatite is thought to be
associated. Carbon and oxygen
isotope ratios (Young, 1990) indicate
that the carbonatites were derived
from the mantle and do not represent
reconstituted Dumess limestone.
The Loch Borralan complex itself
consists of a wide variety of alkaline
rock types, including the well known
borolanites. Dating of the intrusion
indicates that igneous activity
occurred between 439 and 430
million years ago (Halliday et al.,
1987). The igneous complex is
poorly exposed, but field

relationships (Parsons & McKirdy,
1983) suggest that the pluton has
punctured its way through both the
Sole Thrust and Ben More Thrust
after movement on these structures
had ceased.
Exposure bet\veen Loch Urigill
and Loch Borralan is limited in an
area predominantly comprising thick
peat. With the cooperation of
Sutherland Disrrict Council and
Forest Enterprise, a tracked excavator
was used to provide continuous
exposure at the edge of the swallow
hole, establishing continuity of
outcrop and revealing all the
carbonatite rock types in situ, with
the exception of the silicocarbonatite
and an intrusive contact with the
Durness limestone. In addition, two
shallow pits were excavated which
provided several large, loose
carbonatite blocks. These have been
set to one side to allow future visitors
to collect samples without causing

-
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Revealing our Geological Heritage
Hopefully, good field practice and an
awareness of the educational and
research value of the site will limit
over collection and its subsequent
demise.•
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View north west across the swallow hole prior to site clearance, indicating the pre
existing carbonatite outcrop. (Photo by Rob Threadgould)
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View north west across the swallow hole following site clearance, indicating the extent of the new exposure.
(Photo by Rob Threadgould)
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Restoration of an old Edinb

.

gh sand pit

Mike Smith, Scottish Wildlife Trust

large lava erratic resting on
glacioftuvial sands and gravels
in Comiston Sand Pit,
Edinburgh, was described by
Campbell and A..nderson in 1908.
The workings, at that time, exposed
a sheet or mass of volcanic lava
resting horizontally on stratified sand
and gravel, with little noticeable
disturbance of the bedding in the
sands. The sands were deposited at
the end of the last ice age, probably
under the southern edge of a
retreating ice sheet. Here a lake
formed, partially under tl1e melting
ice, into which the sands and gravels
were deposited. Subsequent mdting
of the ice adjacent to the lake
resulted in the lava erratic, which
presumably had been carried in the
upper layers of the ice sheet, sliding
onto the sands and gravels. The
mineralogy of the lava has been
altered by weathering, but is very
similar to the trachytes and andesites
exposed at Torduff Hill, 1.3
kilometres to the south west.
The exposure had become
degraded since the pit ceased

working. Apart from a few small
outcrops of lava under tree roots,
oniy a vegetated mound, with a steep
slope where the pit face used to be,
remained. There was little indication
of a potentially interesting geological
site.
To the south of the sand pit is
Fairn1ilehead Park, owned by the
City of Edinburgh District Council,
whose Department of Recreation
approached the Scottish Wildlife
Trust (SWT) to develop a nature
trail around a pond to the west of the
site. SWT were advised by
Edinburgh Geological Society of the
site's geological interest, and it was
decided to include it in the nature
trail.
A trial excavation of the lava body
and the contact with the sands was
made, using the assistance of the
Lothian Conservation Volunteers.
After clearing decades of vegetative
growth and soil, the full thickness of
the lava was revealed, but further
work was required to expose the
sands. Thi}was accomplished with
the benefit1)f funds from Scottish

Natural Heritage. The exposure of
the sands was finished by hand,
revealing coaly layers, bedding
dipping to the south, and
geliturbation. Unfortunately, the
sands are very loose and exposure is
difficult to maintain due to collapse
and human interference. The sands
will, therefore, have to be re
exposed for special purposes, such
as geological field meetings or
educational visits.
The impregnation of a carefully
prepared sand face with polyester
resin has been considered, but the
process is expensive and the effects
of weathering on sand so treated is
unknown. Advice would be
welcomed' •
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Comiston Sand Pit in about 1908, when the pit was worked for sand. The lava erratic is at the top of the section, overlying bedded
sands and gravels; the rest of the face is mainly scree. (Photo by courtesy of the British Geological Survey, Edinburgh)
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RECYCLING your old rock collection

a belated act of
earth science conservation
Colin MacFadyen, Scottish Natural Heritage

L

ike many geologists, I have
over the years amassed a
considerable collection of
rocks, minerals and fossils. Most of
the material was collected
unknowingly from local fossil
yielding Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs) during my
childhood! How'ever, contributions
were also made to the rock pile
through undergraduate field
mapping across the length and
breadth of the country, and exotic
acquisitions to the collection often
followed trips abroad. As a child, I
would occasionally fall heir to the
odd specimen from a geologist eager
to be rid of that 'old box of rocks'.
These pieces would often take pride
of place in my collection and would
further stimulate my interest in a

subject which has become my
career.
My rock and fossil hunting
exploits, and those of fellow
geologists in the pursuit of
knowledge, or through building a
collection, no doubt had an impact
on various sites across the country.
Amateur and student damage to
rock exposure is almost inevitable,
and regrettably, in some cases, may
not be sustainable. Even more
regrettable is that, ultimately, a point
in ones career is reached where a
shelf, box or bag of assorted rocks,
minerals and fossils, collected from
important geological sites, becomes
a nuisance and burden.
Consequently, the material is
scattered and lost, with perhaps only
the most exotic specimens surviving

a drastic rationalisation. All too
often, I have heard of these
childhood/student collections being
dumped incongruously in a garden
rockery. To see the remains of a
reasonable rock, mineral and fossil
collection disappearing under a thick
blanket of Calluna vulgaris and
assorted dvvarf conifers must be a
very sad sight.
In an analogous situation, I know
of a lecturer who, during a clear-out
of his office upon leaving one
university geology department for
another, actually dumped labelled
trilobite and eurypterid fossils into a
skip! No thought was given to the
local school or geology club which
would have been delighted to receive
this unwanted, but nonetheless
valuable, educational material.

Needless to say, these specimens did
not reside in the skip for very long,
as myself and two other students
rescued them!
Recently, due to a change in
circumstances, I found that I too
had developed the 'old box of rocks'
syndrome. However, I was
determined tha~ the garden rockery
was not going to be the ultimate
destination and repository of what
can be regarded as an excellent
teaching resource. Bearing in mind
the horror and revulsion I have felt
in the past from hearing about
discarded student collections, and by
witnessing the deposition of quality
specimens into a skip, I was
determined to do something positive
and constructive with myoid
collection. It so happened that,
\\'hile I was pondering the future of
my material, I noticed display
cabinets in my local library in which
community minded people had
presented collections of various
sorts, including sea shells and the
like. After making enquiries, I
established that a collection of rocks
and fossils would probably be
appreciated by visitors.

eade s'
letre s
Portland Bill:
damage to raised beach

A collection of volcanic rocks, recycled from a student collection, on public display in Kilbirnie Library, Ayrshire.
(Photo by Colin MacFadyen)
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Would it be possible to bring to your
readers attention damage to a
geological site which I consider to be
sheer vandalism by a group of
yisiting geologists?
The case in question is the East
Cliff raised beach at Portland Bill - a
geological SSSI (Site of Special
Scientific Interest). Last summer, a
coach full of overseas visitors
descended onto the raised beach with
a variety of digging implements and
proceeded to dessimate the site.
Large holes were dug over some
considerable distance, and loose
material spilled over the low banks.
What the intention was I have no
idea, certainly not collecting samples
as so much was left behind, and, in
any case, there is enough loose
material lying around from normal
erosion processes to satisfy such
needs.

I got to work on myoid
collection and from it was able to
create five boxes of specimens; one
or more can be used for display
purposes, and as a whole they
represent an excellent teaching aid.
The five boxes, which each contain
between 10 and 20 specimens, are
entitled:
1.

Local and exotic fossils (Lower
Carboniferous marine and plant
fossils, together with trilobites
and eurypterid fragments from
the skip)

2.

Old and new volcanic rocks
(lavas and ash from Iceland and
the USA, with some Tertiary
igneous rocks)

3. Minerals (assorted minerals from
Scotland and Africa)
4.

Major rock types (examples of
igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary rocks)

5. Ancient environments (varying
sedimentary rocks produced
under a variety of
environments) .

This actiyity has scarred the area
for some considerable time,
undermined parts of the site, killed
off and masked the scant vegetation
trying to get a hold in a harsh
environment, upset local people and
given a bad name to the geological
community as a whole.
The area is already under severe
pressure from tourism and natural
weathering processes, without this
blatant form of vandalism. We have
strived for years for a more
conservation minded approach to
geology. This can easily be undone
by this kind of selfish and thoughtless
act. Surely any visiting group worth
its salt would have made prior
enquiries as to where and what they
can visit, and what restrictions there
are on sites?
I'm all for co-operation on
geological matters, but if this is an
example of what can happen then, in
the name of conservation, maybe we
should be encouraging visitors to stay
at home. This, of course, is not an
approach that I would like to see or
encourage; I am sure that by bringing
these matters to the attention of a
wider audience, pointing out the
error of people's ways, and with
education and proper planning of
visits, such acts of vandalism as I

These boxes are currently being
displayed on a rotational basis in
Ayrshire libraries and are proving
very popular.
The sorting out and thorough
labelling of the specimens, and the
procurement of substantial but
portable boxes, took time and
effort. However, it was an
enjoyable exercise, and it has
partially solved the problem of
what to do with my collection. In
the future, my revamped easy to
transport and store collection
will be available for display, or for
educational purposes, as and when
required. Eventually, I may donate
it to the local school.
Some people will argue that the
material should never have been
amassed in the first place, but it
was of major importance to the
development of my knowledge in
the earth sciences. By recycling my
old collection and putting it on
display, rather than discarding it to
that great repository in the garden, I
shall no doubt be stimulating the
minds of other budding young
scientists . •

have described can and will be a
thing of the past. I certainly hope so!
Adrian Brokenshire
Heritage Coast Warden, West
Dorset

Arch Rock destroyed
Earth science conservation) 33 Gune
1993) featured a sunset over
Fresh\vater Bay, Isle of Wight, as a
cover photo. Readers may have
noted the arched chalk stack just to
the left of centre. This impressive
feature was known locally as the
Arch Rock and was destroyed during
a storm on Sunday 25 October 1992.
Eye witness accounts appeared in tl1e
local paper and several 'before and
after' photos were shown to me here
at the museum. During the summer
of 1993, a small exhibition of photos
and other memorabilia was organised
by a NiTs J Johnstone, and held at the
Albion Hotel, Freshwater Bay.
Spectacular erosion of this type is
in stark contrast to the steady
seaward movement of sand and mud,
which threatens the Wealden
outcrops a few kilometres to the
south east.

John Radley
Museum of Isle of Wight Geology
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Snippets
Merseyside RIGS

success
Delph Lane Quarry, Whiston, in
the Metropolitan Borough of
Knowsley, one of Merseyside's first
Regionally Important Geological!
geomorphological Sites (RIGS), was
the subject of a Public Inquiry
(landfill) in June 1993. In rejecting
the appeal against the Council's
refusal of a planning application to
infill the quarry with inert waste, the
Inspector accepted to some extent
the geological value of the site. To
quote from the report:
"The development of a network
of RIGS is promoted by English
Nature who have provided guidance
in the method of classifying sites.
The Merseyside RIGS Group
consider that the site has
considerable historical interest as
well as geological interest. The
quarry is believed to be one of
several which supplied stone to the
building of Liverpool Cathedral.
Quarrying of the site possibly began
in the 16th or 17th Century, and the
quarry walls are scarred with chisel
marks. There are also some
secondary colouring effects. Your
witness (Joint Countryside Advisory
Service) who has considerable
experience in organising field work
for students, regarded these features
as confusing for all except
experienced students, and regarded
Pex Hill as a more straightforward
site for fieldwork, as three
dimensional features were also more
apparent there. Most of the site's
geological features are present at the
nearby Pex Hill site which is a more
recent quarry. That had been
quarried by blasting, resulting in the
natural features of bedding and
cross-bedding being more readily
visible.
While I recognise that the appeal
site offers little, if anything, more
for a geology student than does Pex
Hill, and was designated a RIGS on
the basis of a preliminary survey
before a full RIGS survey had been
carried out, I consider that the
different methods of working the
quarries provides a meaningful
educational experience. The site
could be made reasonably
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accessible, including provision for
disabled people, and in my opinion,
could complement Pex Hill quarry."
There is, thus, now a planning
history of methods of quarry
working being valuable in an
educational context, and of good
access also being seen as important.

Did the earth move
for you, too?
More than 300 earthquakes took
place in Britain in 1992. Few were
felt, fewer still caused any damage.
All were monitored by the Global
Seismology Unit of the British
Geological Survey. The largest
onshore earthquake was felt around
Caernarvon Bay on 29 July and
reached a magnitude of 3.5 on the
Richter scale. Offshore, north east
of the Shetlands, an earthquake of
4.7 was detected.
Dr Chris Browitt, Head of the
Unit said, "It must be remembered
that not all earth movements are
earthquakes - many can be traced to
sonic booms, mining or quarrying
activities. In fact on 8 August a
'seismic event' damaged buildings in
London - we later traced it to the
Madness rock concert in Finsbury
Park".
The Global Seismology Unit's
fourth annual report, L'K Earthquake
Monitoring 1992/93, details seismic
surveying in the UK, a service which
exists to maintain the national
database of such activity. "Another
important aspect of our work is the
fast reaction service we offer to
customers on a near-immediate
basis" said Dr Browitt. "In the short
term, the electricity, gas, coal and
nuclear industries, the construction
industry and many others need to
know details of earth movements as
soon as possible. In the longer term,
seismic data forms an essential part
of geohazard assessment so that
developers can avoid risks with the
use of sensible, strategic planning."
Information is gathered from a
network of monitoring stations
across the country and by
cooperation with other international
monitoring organisations.
Further information can be
obtained from Dr Chris Browitt,
British Geological Survey,
Murchison House, West Mains
Road, Edinburgh EH9 3LA.
Telephone 031-667-1000.

Derelict land and
nature conservation
The Department of the
Environment has commissioned
Land Use Consultants, in
association with Wardell Armstrong,
to carry out a new 18 month
research project to provide guidance
on the reclamation and management
of derelict and despoiled land for
nature conservation after-uses. The
work is due to be completed in
April 1995.
The aims of the research are to
produce a handbook which provides
guidance on methods to assess,
protect, create and manage nature
conservation interests on derelict
and despoiled land, and to identify
important gaps in current
knowledge and make
recommendations for further
research.
The Government recognises that
derelict land is a waste of an
important national resource, and
attaches a high priority to the
prevention of future dereliction and
to the reclamation of derelict areas.
Current derelict land grant policy
in particular identifies nature
conservation, which includes both
wildlife and geological interests, as
an important land use.
The research will provide advice
on methods to enhance the nature
conservation potential of sites, and
identify requirements to protect
areas of nature conservation interest
which have been naturally colonised
by wildlife or which have important
geological features."

The bicentenary
of Scottish
palaeontology
Last year (1993) was the bi
centennial year of the first
publication illustrating recognisable
fossil remains from Scotland - The
History of Rutherglen and East
Kilbride by David Ure.
The Reverend David Ure was
"one of the most original thinkers
and accurate observers of his day"
(John Gray, 1865). A minister of the
Church of Scotland, he had wide
interests in archaeology and natural
history. He collected fossil material
mostly from localities close to his
church in East lZilbride. In his

m•.lI111script, Ure pays tribute to Dr
\'\illiam Hunter, whose collections
lorm the foundation of the
Hunterian Nluseum, University of
GI3~gow.

The Hunterian Museum noV\:
p(,::,.sesses the largest known
":l\lIection of the fossils used by
Day'id Ure in his, publication. The
iJlustrations are well executed, and
many can still be identified in Ure's
original collection. The museum
lines not, however, possess all the
material from Ure's collection and
many of the illustrated specimens
are Illissmg.
he son of a weaver, David Ure
was born in Glasgow in 1749. It is
n\'t known what happened to his
father, but Ure had to provide for
his family from a young age.
Despite tl1ese additional
responsibilities, he "vas still able to
pursue his interests through school
and, ultimately, university. He was
IJter appointed to the Reverend
Cnnnell, minister of (East) Kilbride,
\\i rh a salary of £ lOa year plus
maintenance, which had to cover
hi~ own expenses and those of his
hmily. Although he was fully
expected to succeed Connell,
~ ircumstances dictated otherwise,
and he set off on foot LO Newcastle,
\\ here he acted as assistant in a
Pre~byterian church, There are no
"nnwn illustrations of David Ure,
but he \....as described by the
Re\'t:rend James Headrick (1808) as
a \\ alking laboratory.
"His great-coat \vas furnished
\\ilh a large pocket, in which he
qored suc:h minerals or other
Lurin~iLies as had attracted his
nl\lice He carried a tin box for
:;1 \wing curious plams - a cudgel,
url1lt'd '" ith steet so as to serve both
as a spade and pick-axe; a few small
Lhbeb and other tools; a blow pipe,
WiTh ils 3ppurtenances; a small
liljuid chemical apparatus, optical
instruments ..... "
In belated recognition of his
Undl)ubteJ qualities, David Ure was
IimlLly presented to the Church of
L:phall hy Lord Buchan in 1796,
where he sen'ed until his death two
years Inler.
It is pussihle that somebody has
an illustration of David Ure, or part
of his missing collection. l'd.ore and
more is coming to light about this
dusive character who did much for
palaeontology and its interpretation
so many years ago.

The renewal
of Bradford
- a geological
perspective
The area of Bradford, in \X'est
Yorkshire, is tl1e subject of extensive
urban renewal and land reclamation
initiatives, resulting from a legacy of
past industrial dereliction and
decline of some traditional
industries. The British Geological
Survey (BGS) has now published
the results of a study to provide
advice on the ground characteristics
of the area covered by the
Metropolitan District of Bradford in
a form \vhich can be readily and
directly used by planners and
developers, as well as by those \vith
interests in conservation. The city
aJso hopes to encourage the
development of its tourist potential,
which is enhanced by its history and
nearby scenic areas.
T~e BGS brief, to collect and
collate earth science data of
relevance to planners, developers,
engineers and conservation interests,
was drawn up by the Department of
the EnviroIUJfcnt, in coope(arion
with local experts.
Redevelopment needs to be
carried out safely and cost
effectively, and there needs to be a
balance between the changes of land
use and protection of the
environment. Forward planning
and decisions on specific proposals
require an understanding of the
potential for use of land, in terms of
both reSOllrces and constraints,
alongside other planning and
development issues. Planners and
developers, therefore, need to kno'vV
the relevance of earth science
information and how it should be
taken into consideration.
The study is broadly based and
presented at a level which is
appropriate for use in strategic
planning and to provide a regional
context for site investigations, and
not for site specific purposes.
However, the issues which may be
relevant to development of sites are
identified. The database prepared
for the research has the potential to
provide a long-term resource for
planning and development in the
area.
The BGS has published a set of
thematic maps, summarised for the
benefit of end-users. Two reports,

one for non-specialists and the other
for those with specific technical
knowledge in the fields of geology,
hydrogeology, engineering geology
and mineral resources, have also
been produced.
For further information
concerning the project, contact Dr
C N Waters, British Geological
Survey, Keyworth, Nottingham
NGI25GG. Telephone 0602
363100.

Professor
R WG Carter
Others have recorded the recent
tragic death of Bill Carter in full and
eloquent accounts which do not
need to be repeated here. Let this
be a short passage to show that
Bill's knowledge and vision are vital.
On a clear, brisk October
morning, a group of National Trust
staff walked the crest of Porlock
Beach, in \vest Somerset, to plan the
re-establishment of natural processes
and features on this dynamic shingle
beach and marsh.
Bill Carter had worked for some
years on Porlock Bay, and had
advised the Trust on its responses to
various proposals from statutory
agencies to do this or that to the
beach. Bill was in no doubt that
Porlock Beach was one of the top
ten shingle beach systems in Britain.
Bill and the Tru...st came to stand for
the undoing of previous artificial
works on the beach - groynes and
the traditional paraphernalia of
engineered beaches. Together, they
set a vision for the restoration of
natural physical processes and,
ultimately, of the back-beach lagoon
which had been drained in the 18th
Century. The concept of the 'whole
system' - bay, beach, marsh and
catchment - became a practical
reality for the Trust as the major
landowner of the 'system'.
Bill's scientific rigour and ebullience
s\vung me various interest groups at
Porlock into a like-minded vision.
The huddle of Trust staff on the
beach frequently used the phrase
"Bill said...... " No doubt this will be
a common denominator, too, of
many future discussions about
Porlock and other sites around
Europe - a suitable epitaph for a
brilliant coast watcher.
Rob ]arman, National Trust
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